HIGHER EDUCATION IN CRISIS

The Impact of COVID-19 on Higher Education

MAY 12, 2020
PROTOCOL FOR TODAY’S VIRTUAL MEETING

- Join us by video rather than by phone and add your full name on your tile
- Mute your audio unless you are speaking
- Virtually “raise your hand” to be recognized by today’s moderator
- Type your questions into the chat box on the right side of your screen
- Do not share your screen under any circumstances
- This meeting will be recorded. The archive and slides will be publicly posted: https://www.ncsl.org/research/education/covid-19-virtual-meetings.aspx
AGENDA FOR TODAY’S MEETING

- Welcome
- Introduction to NCSL's Higher Education Team
  - Sunny Deye, Program Director
  - Marilyn Villalobos, Policy Associate
  - Andrew Smalley, Research Associate
  - Austin Reid, Committee Director, State/Federal Relations
- Today's Speaker
  - Scott Jaschik, Editor, Inside Higher Ed
- Questions
- Review of Upcoming Meetings
CHATTER IN THE CHAT BOX

Type in the Chat Box:

- What state are you from?
- What is your top higher ed concern?
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FEATURED SPEAKER FOR TODAY’S MEETING

Scott Jaschik, Editor, Inside Higher Ed
QUESTIONS: TYPE THEM IN CHAT BOX OR UNMUTE YOUR LINE TO ASK
The Impact of COVID-19 on Higher Education: Distance Learning - Friday, May 15
Student Mental Health: Addressing Challenges When Schools are Closed - Tuesday, May 19
No Virtual Meeting on Friday, May 22 – Happy Memorial Day!
Learning Loss and Approaches to Summer Learning - Tuesday, May 26
The Pandemic’s Impact on the Teacher Workforce: Recruitment & Preparation – Tuesday, June 9
The Pandemic’s Impact on the Teacher Workforce: Supports for Classroom Teachers – Friday, June 12
Plans for School Reopening in Fall - TBD
Pandemic Impact on Early Learning – TBD
Higher Ed Budget Update – TBD
Assessing Student Learning in the Fall – TBD
Lessons Learned from Around the World -- TBD
State Revenue Forecasts and Tracking Federal and State Ed Spending – TBD
Stories from the Districts: A Discussion with School Leaders – TBD

See NCSL's Ed COVID page for the recording and materials from previous meetings.